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Paul Revere Bell
The photograph located on the front cover depicting the Paul Revere Bell of the Meeting House
has a long history. The bell is said to have originally come from Newington, England. The bell's
cost was 505 pounds @ 2/6, $210.40. The date says Boston, November 23rd. The year is a little
controversial; it is either 1803 or 1804. The bell is signed "Paul Revere & Son." At one point the
bell cracked and was recast. The bill for this is at the Town Library. Paul Revere was born in
Boston, MA on January 1, 1973 and died May 10, 1818. "After the war he went into
merchandising and, later, bell casting, but silversmithing, with the assistance of his son, continued
to be most dependable and rewarding business."
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This ad for Revere's Foundry appeared in a Boston newspaper called the Colimibiaii Ccntincl on
April 3, 1805 it contains a woodcut of a bell and reads;
PAUL REVERE & SON,
At their BELL and CANNON Foundry, at the
North Part of BOSTON.
CAST BELLS of all sizes; every kind
of brass ORDNANCE, and every type of
Composition Work for SHIPS, &c., at the shortest notice;
Manufacture COPPER into SHEETS. BOLTS.
SPIKES, NAILS, RIVETS. DOVETAILS &c, from
Malleable Copper.
They always keep, by them, every kind of
Copper Fastening for Ships. They have now on
hand, a number of Church and Ship Bells, of different
sizes; a large quantity of Sheathing Copper.
from 16 up to 30 ounce; Bolts. Spikes, Nails, &c.
of all sizes . which they warrant equal to English manufacture.
Cash and the highest price given for old
Copper and Brass. March 20.
Information for this report came from the Newington history book written by John Frink Rowe.
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TOWN PICTURES TRIVIA
Throughout this Annual Report you will see pictures of ai"chitecture in the
Town of Newington. Look at the pictures and see if you can figure out
where they were taken. Some are a little hard so take your time.
The answers are in the back of this Report.
We would like to thank Tom Morgan for the pictures as well Jack Pare for
the award winning cover photograph.
'F^^,M
BOARD OF SELECTMEN'S REPORT
Dear Newington Residents;
This past year has been rewarding and challenging for the Board of Selectmen. As your
elected representatives it is our responsibility to ensure your awareness and to respond to
your desires and reactions. This responsibility is a difficult one to follow through with
when we have to make complicated and controversial decisions.
We would like to extend a sincere Thank You to all Newington Volunteers. Elected
Officials, and Town Employees who continue to contribute to the Town's progression.
This has truly been a team effort and we appreciate all the hours and hard work that go
into managing the affairs of our Town.
I would encourage anyone who hasn't already done so. to stop by the Town Office and
meet Cyndi Gillespie. Cyndi is our new Selectmen's Assistant and comes to this position
with extensive experience in Finance and Municipal Stiiicture.
Projects that have been completed by the Board of Selectmen include the following:
o Overlay of hot top on Fox Point Road between Old Post Road and Little Bay
Road.
o Overlay of hot top at the Town Complex Parking Lots.
o Grading, paving and overlay of Mclntyre Road.
o Repair of the heating and air conditioning systems at the Police Department.
o Replacement of the boiler at the Town Office Building.
o Upgrade of the Bunk Room, and general painting inside the Fire Department. We
would like to extend our appreciation to the Newington Fire personnel for
donating their time in order to complete this.
I am confident that everyone noticed the one time reduction in our tax bills during the
latter part of 2002. We are able to extend this reduction to you because of the fact that
the new Power Plant had not gone on-line.
In closing. The Board of Selectmen would like to encourage all residents to participate in
Town affairs by taking part in one of the various committees. This will ensure a















The Transfer Station will be open starting Saturday April 5, 2003. Attached is
the proposed schedule that we hope will serve your needs.
The transfer station is available to residents to dispose of items now acceptable
on Wednesdays' curbside collection. It is not available for use by businesses
including businesses conducted on residential sites. Also, major clean-up of
residential properties and residential construction projects are the responsibility
ofthe property owner to contract with a private collector.
Prohibited Materials
•No Garbage - no household garbage (this is done curbside)
•Sealed Containers of any kind
•Stones, cement or cement blocks
•No Hazardous Waste Products of any kind
•Air Conditioners
•Gas or Oil (engines must be drained & all caps and plugs removed)
•No Liquid products (Paint cans are acceptable Provided covers are removed and
any remaining paint has dried)
Wood Pile
•NO painted wood, only unpainted wood can be placed in the chipping pile.
•NO chemically treated wood can be accepted. This includes wood products
treated with preservatives. See that attendant for a separate disposal location for
this type of treated wood.
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Household Hazardous Waste Agreement
United Oil Recovery, Inc. is willing to accept at its 142 River Road,
Newington, NH facility the following waste streams from Newington
Households at no cost to the Town or the Newington Resident.
The waste streams that we can handle this way are: used oils, waste
antifreeze, waste gasoline and any mixtures of these three wastes.
United NH would like a call in advance to schedule the delivery to our
facility, and we will restrict these deliveries to Tuesday and Thursday during
our normal operating hours of 0700 to 1 700. Any other delivei7 hours will
be addressed on a case-by-case basis.
United NH would require some proof of residency in the Town of
Newington at the time of delivery. All containers should be less than 10
gallons in size. Multiple containers are tine. Containers will need to be left
at the facility, handed off to an attendant, and United NH will properly
dispose of the containers, once the wastes are tested and removed for proper
disposal or recycling.
Thank you. Please call with any questions or concerns. The telephone
number to be used is 43 1 -2420. Contact Debra Eaton x 1 1 5 or Donald
Littlefieldxl06.
Also, call the Town Offices with any questions at 436-7640.
NEWINGTON MOSQUITO CONTROL
Spring mosquito development in roadside ditches, woodland pools and red maple
swamps was controlled in April and early May of 2002 with bacterium applications.
There were twenty-two sites scattered throughout town that required control. The woods
were very dry in the spring ot~2002, as in the previous three springs. The large amount of
snow this winter will likely result in a wet spring with above average mosquito breeding.
There are several large salt marshes in Newington that provide ideal habitat for mosquito
breeding. The salt marshes required constant attention during the summer and fall
months of 2002 due to continental flooding from thundershowers, spring tides and storm
tides. Salt marsh mosquitoes can readily fly three miles from their breeding areas and
therefore affect everyone in Newington. All neighboring communities control their salt
marshes.
West Nile Virus (WNV) was present in the seacoast in 2002. Portsmouth had its first
confirmed dead bird from WNV in September. Statewide the number of dead birds
identified with WNV rose four times the previous year. Nationwide, WNV spread
rapidly across the Great Plains and now is near the West Coast. Illinois and Mississippi
had severe WNV outbreaks with human fatalities.
West Nile Virus (WNV) is becoming endemic to the seacoast area. It is alarming that the
state had identified native mosquito populations with WNV in 2001 and in 2002. The
number of different species capable of vectoring WNV has grown in the northeast and
now includes salt marsh species. As a result of WNV. the number of mosquito control
programs statewide has increased dramatically.
We have adapted our program to control mosquitoes in catch basins and other freshwater
habitats of mosquito species known to vector WNV. There are two introduced
mosquitoes now in our area and both are competent vectors of WNV. One of them, the
Asian Bush Mosquito, was found in Portsmouth and Dover in 2002. The CDC in Atlanta
advises that mosquito populations be substantially reduced during WNV outbreaks;
therefore we have developed an emergency plan for WNV response that can be quickly
enacted, if necessary.
It is important to survey your property for mosquito breeding. A pool cover holding
water and leaves can harbor over 1 00,000 mosquito larvae at any one time. Tires without
rims should be covered to prevent rainwater from entering. There are three species of
mosquitoes that prefer to develop in tires and small containers holding water. All of them
are prime candidates for transmitting WNV. Clean out the gutters and prevent them from
holding water. Change bird bath water every five days.
Michael Morrison, Entomologist
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STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
TOWN OF NEWINGTON
ANNUAL TOWN MEETING MARCH 12*'' and 16*\ 2002
Moderator Ruth K. Fletcher called the meeting to order at 1 1 :00 AM on March 12, 2002.
Moderator Fletcher read the Newington School District Warrant for the election of a
School Board Member and Articles 1 through3 of the Newington Town Warrant for the
election of Town Officers and to see if the Town wished to amend the Newington Zoning
Ordinance and to amend the Building Code, as proposed by the Planning Board.
Moderator Fletcher also read a Protest Petition protesting the proposed amendment to
Article V Section 2B of the Zoning Ordinance.
The ballot boxes were shown empty, then they were locked and the Moderator declared
the polls open for voting.
The absentee Ballots were opened at 3:00PM, the names were read for the ballot clerks,
and the Moderator deposited the Absentee Ballots in the ballot boxes.
At 7:00PM after determining that there was no one present who wished to vote.
Moderator Fletcher declared the polls closed, and the Town Meeting was adjourned until
Saturday, March 16.2002.
On March 16, 2002 at 1 :30PM, Moderator Fletcher opened the Town Meeting in the
Newington Town Hall. She read Articles 4 through 13 of the Town Warrant and the
Moderator's Rules for the Town Meeting.
Article 4. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $10,000 to be
placed in the existing capital reserve fund for Fire Department Communications. The
Selectmen and Budget Committee recommended this appropriation. Moved by Larry
Wahl; 2" by Paula Caceda. No discussion. Motion caries.
Article 5. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $15,000 to be
placed in the existing capital reserve fund for the revaluation of the Town. The
Selectmen and Budget Committee recommended this appropriation. Moved by John
Klanchesser; 2'"' by Paula Caceda. No discussion. Motion carries.
Article 6. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $12,000 to be
placed in the existing capital reserve fund for the replacement of the Town Ambulance
and any major medical equipment. The Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend
this appropriation. Moved by Larry Wahl; 2" by George Fletcher. No discussion.
Motion carries.
Article 7. To see f the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $20,000 to be
placed in the existing capital reserve account for the replacement and/or repair of vehicles
operated by the Fire Department. The Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this
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appropriation. Moved by John Klanchesser; 2'"' by Paula Caceda. No discussion.
Motion carries.
Article 8. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $50,000 to be
placed in the existing Conservation Fund established ion accordance with RSA 36-A:5 to
be used for expenses associated with the purchase of conservation land and open space,
easements, wetlands, and other land management acquisitions. The Selectmen and
Budget Committee recommend this appropriation. Moved by Marlon Frink; 2" by
Christopher Cross. There was some discussion on this Article. There being no further
discussion. Article 8 was voted upon. Motion carries.
Article 9. To see if the Town will vote to adopt the provisions of RSA 41 :14-a
authorizing the Board of Selectmen to acquire or sell land, buildings, or both; provided
the Selectmen shall first submit any proposed acquisition or sale to the Planning Board
and to the Conservation Commission for review and recommendation. Upon receipt of
the Planning Board and Conservation Commission recommendations, the Selectmen shall
hold 2 public hearings at least 1 but no more than 14 days a part on the proposed
acquisition or sale. The Selectmen's vote shall take place no sooner than 10 days and no
longer than 14days after the second public hearing which is held. Once adopted, these
provisions shall remain in effect until specifically rescinded by the Town at any duly
warned meeting. Moved by Paula Caceda: 2" by Christopher Cross. There was much
discussion. An amendment to this article was submitted by Martin Leighton to remove
the words "sell" and "sale"' from this article. Moved by Ralph Estes; 2" by Wil Gilbert.
Amendment was defeated. Voted on original Article. Motion carries.
Article 10. To see if the Town will vote to create three (3) full time firefighter/EMT
positions for the Fire Department in order to provide 2-person coverage 24-hoursz a day,
7 days a week, and vote to raise and appropriate $127,482 to pay for the salary, benefits,
and other associated costs for these three firefighter/EMT positions for the fiscal year of
2002. This proposal by the Board of Fire Engineers is to comply with the
recommendations of the Fire Department Review Committee's final report dated August
23, 1995. The Selectmen recommend this appropriation. The Budget Committee does
not recommend this appropriation. Moved by John Klanchesser; 2"^ by George Fletcher.
Wil Goins made a motion to amend this article to change it to 2 full time firefighter/EMT
positions and to change the appropriation to $82,522. Motion to accept moved by John
Klanchesser; 2"'' by George Fletcher. There was much discussion on this amendment.
Voted on amendment. Amendment passes. Voted on Article 10 as amended. Motion
caiTies.
Article 1 1 . To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to enter into
negotiations with the State ofNew Hampshire for a no-cost transfer of Nimble Hill Road
from a NH State owned road to a Town of Newington owned road. If approved, the
Selectmen will be authorized to negotiate and accept ownership of Nimble Hill Road
under terms they determine to be in the best interest of the Town. Selectmen locovozzi
spoke to clarify the article. There was much discussion on this article. There being no
further discussion - voted. Motion carries.
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Article 12. To hear the report of the Budget Committee and to see if the Town will vote
to raise and appropriate the sum of $3,478,202 which represents the operating budget
expenditures of the Town for the Fiscal Year 2002. Said sum does not include special or
individual articles addressed. Moved by Paula Caceda; 2" by Ralph Estes. No
discussion. Motion carries.
Article 13. To hear the report of the Moderator on the election of officers. Moved by
•nd
Marie Rines; 2 by Bill White. (See attached)
ind
Motion to adjourn. Moved by Jim Noseworthy; 2 by Bill white. Meeting adjourned at
3:46 PM.
A true record, attest: W. .lane Mazeau
mmr'^^^s^ - II -riiii - lii
VOTE RESULTS ON WARRANT ARTICLE 2 - ZONING
ORDINANCE AND
WARRANT ARTICLE 3 - BUILDING CODE
Warrant Article 2 - Zoning Ordinance YES 1 1
5
NO 67
This did not pass because it needed a 2/3 majority to pass.
Warrant Article 3 - Building Code. Amendment I. YES 131 NO 51
Warrant Article 3 - Building Code. Amendment 2. YES 101 NO 73

















TRUSTEE OF TRUST FUNDS
Paul Beswick 2
Pam Blevins 1


















































































































































Vachon, Clukay & Co.^c
Certified Public Accountants
45 Marks i Street




To the Board of Selectmen
Town of Newington, New Hampshire
We have audited the accompanying general purpose financial statements of the Town of
Newington, New Hampshire, as of and for the year ended December 31, 2001, as listed in the table of
contents. These general purpose financial statements are the responsibility of the Town of Newington,
New Hampshire's management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these general purpose
financial statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United
States of America. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable
assurance about whether the general purpose financial statements are free of material misstatement. An
audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the general
purpose financial statements. An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and
significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall general purpose financial
statement presentation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
As more fully described in Note 1, the general purpose financial statements referred to above do
not include the financial statements of the General Fixed Asset Account Group, which should be included
in order to conform with generally accepted accounting principles. The amount that should be recorded
in the General Fixed Asset Account Group is not known.
As described in Note 1, the Town has recognized tax revenues of $101,687 in its General Fund
which were not received in cash within sixty days of year end as required by accounting principles
generally accepted in the United States of America (GASB Interpretation 3). Town officials believe, and
we concur, that the application of this accounting principle, which would result in a decrease of the
undesignated General Fund balance from $1,087,766 to $986,079, would give a misleading impression of
the Town's ability to meet its current and future obligations.
In our opinion, except for the effect on the general purpose financial statements of the omission
described in the third paragraph, the general purpose financial statements referred to above present fairly,
in all material respects, the financial position of the Town of Newington, New Hampshire, as of
December 31, 2001 and the results of its operations and cash flows of its non-expendable trust funds for
the year then ended in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of
America.
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Our audit was performed for the purpose of forming an opinion on the general purpose financial
statements taken as a whole. The combining financial statement and schedules listed in the table of
contents are presented for purposes of additional analysis and are not a required part of the general
purpose financial statements of the Town of Newington, New Hampshire. Such information has been
subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the audit of the general purpose financial statements and,
in our opinion, is fairly presented in all material respects in relation to the general purpose financial
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TOWN OF NEWINGTON, NEW HAMPSHIRE
Combining Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances
All Special Revenue Funds























Excess of Revenues Over (Under) Expenditures
Other Financing Sources:
Operating transfers in
Total Other Financing Sources
Excess of Revenues and Other Sources
Over Expenditures
Fund Balances - January 1
Fund Balances - December 3
1
Schedule 3
TOWN OF NEWINGTON, NEW HAMPSHIRE















LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCE
Liabilities:
















TOWN OF NEWINGTON, NEW HAMPSHIRE
Schedule of Revenues
Budget and Actual - (Budgetary Basis) - General Fund





Payment in lieu of taxes
Interest and penalties on taxes
Total Taxes
Licenses and Permits:
Motor vehicle permit fees
Building permits
Other licenses, pemaits and fees
Total Licenses and Permits
Intergovernmental Revenues:
State shared revenues






TOWN OF NEWINGTON, NEW HAMPSHIRE
Schedule of Expenditures and Other Financing Uses
Budget and Actual - (Budgetary Basis) - General Fund































Healtli agencies and hospitals
Direct assistance







TOWN OF NEWINGTON, NEW HAMPSHIRE
Schedule of Expenditures and Other Financing Uses
Budget and Actual - (Budgetary Basis) - General Fund (Continued)












Fire department grant equipment
Debt Service:
Principal on long-term debt
Interest on long-term debt














Department of Revenue Administration
Municipal Finance Bureau




Less: Shared Revenues $34,471
Add: Overlay $146,4.^2
War Service Credits $4.600
Net Town Appropriation $2,486,750
Special Adjustment
Approved Town/City Tex Effort $2,486,750
TOWN RATE 4.45
SCHOOL PORTION
Net Local School Budget (Gross Approp. - Revenue) $1,450,632
Regional School Apportionment
Less: Adequate Education Grant
State Education Taxes ($441,398)
Approved Schooi(s) Tax Effort SI ,009,234
LOCAL SCHOOL RATE 1.81
STATE EDUCATION TAXES
Equalized Valuation (no utilities) x $5.80
$467,269,816 $2,710,165
Divide by Local Accessed Valuation (no utilities)
$459,523,699
Excess State Education Taxes to be Remitted to State
Pay to State $2,268,767
STATE SCHOOL RATE 5.90
COUNTY PORTION
Due to County $673,492
Less: Shared Revenues ($15,281)
Approved County Tax Effort $658,21
1
COUNTY TAX RATE 1.18
TOTAL RATE 13.34
Total Property Taxes Assessed $6,864,360
Less: War Service Credits ($4,600)
Add: Village District Commitment
Total Property Tax Commitment $6,859,760
PROOF OF RATE
Net Assessed Valuation Tax Rate Assessment
State Education Tax (no utilities) $459,523,699 5.90 $2,710,165











Boat Registrations $ 1 1 ,498. 1
2
Wetland Application Filing Fees $20.00
Vital Statistics $622.00
Election Filing Fees $7.00
Postage Reimbursement $5.16
Dog Fine $125.00
Voter Checklist Fee $15.00
TOTAL RECEIPTS REMITTED TO TREASURER $197,677.78
Number of Boat Registrations 43
1




PROPERTY AND RESIDENT TAXES
Levy of 2002
-DR-











Interest charged on Property Taxes:

































Interest charged on Property Taxes
Penalties charged on Resident Taxes



































Uncollected Taxes - 01/01/02
Property Taxes: $1,378.90
Resident Taxes: $150.00
Total Uncollected Taxes $1,528.90
Interest Collected on Property Taxes: $369.00






Tax Lien Costs Collected: $16.25
Abatements:
Resident Taxes: $130.00















Anne Riley Timothy Connors Tonya Connors
Abigail Ann Joe Glew Karen Glew
Anna Margaret Lawrence Smith Molly Smith







Support Article 3 on Saturday March 15, 2003
Article 3 at the upcoming Town Meeting would authorize the Board of
Selectmen to borrow up to $500,000 for the purchase of development rights at
the 43-acre Frink Farm at the corner of Old Post Road, Nimble Hill Road and
Little Bay Road. We are writing to tell you why we believe that this warrant
article should be supported.
As you know, the farm is one of the most scenic properties in Newington. The
farm has been in the Frink family since 1830. In 1987, the property was
listed on the National Register of Historic Places along with Newington's old
town center.
Article 3's long term financial benefits to the townspeople are substantial. If
developed, the property could easily support twenty or more residential lots.
Our zoning permits two-family homes on each lot. Hence, we could be looking
at several dozen new dwelling units. Obviously, many of these dwellings
would house children who would be educated locally at a cost of $11,655 per
pupil per year (Grades K through 6, as of June 2002). That's a lot of money
over the long term.
We anticipate that the easement will cost in the vicinity of $1 million to $1.2
million. A grant application will soon be filed with the U.S. Department of
Agriculture (USDA) for 50% of the cost. The Frink's have agreed to concede
another 25%. The Selectmen and Conservation Commission propose that the
Town cover the remaining 25%. Although the USDA requires a warrant
article authorizing the Selectmen to borrow $500,000, the actual cost to the
Town will most likely be far less. We expect that the most that the Town
would contribute would be $300,000. Much of this contribution would be
offset by $164,000 that is currently in Newington's Conservation Fund.
In summary, the funds to be raised by the Town are not likely to be greater
than $200,000. This would amount to a one-time charge of approximately
three cents per thousand on your tax bill.
Years from now, we'll all look back and view the acquisition of development
rights at the Frink Farm as an opportunity comparable to the purchase of
Fox Point in 1980. It's a great deal. We urge you to.join us in supporting




Peggy Lamson, Chairman Cosmas locovozzi, Chairman





State of New Hampshire
TOWN WARRANT
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Newington in the County of Rockingham and said
State Quahtled to vote in Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Newington Town Hall on Tuesday, March 1 1,
2003 to act on Article 1. The Polls will open at 1 1 :00 a.m. and close at 7:00 p.m.
The Business portion of the Meeting to act on Articles 2 through 1 1 will resume on
Saturday, March 15, 2003 at 1 :30 p.m.
ARTICLE 1. To choose in the manner provided by law; one(l) Selectman for 3 years;
one (1) Town Clerk/Tax Collector for 3 years; one(l) Treasurer for 1 year; one (1)
Trustee of the Trust Funds for 3 years; one (1) Trustee of the Trust Funds for 2 years;
one (1) Trustee of the Trust Funds for 1 year; one (1) Board of Fire Engineers
Member for 3 years; one(l) Board of Fire Engineers Member for 1 year; one (1)
Police Commissioner for 3 years; one (1) Police Commissioner for 1 year; one (1)
Library Trustee for 3 years; one (1) Cemeterj' Committee Member for 3 years; one
(1) Sewer Commissioner for 3 years; three (3) Budget Committee members for three
years; two (2) Planning Board members for 3 years.
ARTICLE 2. To see if the Town will vote to amend the Newington Zoning Ordinance, as
proposed by the Planning Board, by adding the following article and re-numbering the
subsequent article accordingly:
ARTICLE XV - Trailers and Mobile Storage Containers
The following conditions must be met for trailers or mobile storage containers in Office
and Commercial Zones:
SECTION 1 - Permit Required: The property owner shall obtain a permit for all trailers
or mobile storage containers on-site longer than ten business days unless connected to a loading
dock. The permit must be posted in plain view on the trailer/container.
SECTION 2 - Application: Property owners shall apply to the Building Inspector for a
permit. Owners must attach the appropriate fee and a sketch or plan showing the proposed
trailer location with respect to setbacks, easements, roads, and parking areas. The Building
Inspector will coordinate a review by the Fire Chief.
SECTION 3 - Duration: The use of storage trailers/containers will be permitted on a
temporary basis limited to no more than 90 days. Trailers/storage containers will be removed
once the permit expires.
EXEMPTIONS : (subject to Planning Board approval)
A, The use of trailers for storage or temporary office space may be permitted for
the duration of the construction, expansion, or repair of a permanent business.
Newington Town Warrant & Budget ANNUAL TOWN MEETING
Elections - Voting on Tuesday 3/1 1/2003
Business Meeting - Saturday 3/15/2003
W-1
B. The use of trailers/containers to store recycled materials (i.e. tires, pallets, etc)
may be permitted on renewable basis.
SECTION 4 - Number & Location: No more than two (2) trailers/containers may be
placed on a lot unless approved by the Planning Board. No trailer/container shall be situated in
such a way as to obstruct safe sight distance, fire lanes, or setbacks.
SECTION 5 - Limitation on Occupancy: Occupancy of trailers for temporary office
space is limited to businesses undergoing initial construction, expansion, or repair of a permanent
place of business. The Building Inspector shall approve all temporary utility connections to
occupied trailers.
SECTION 6 - Storage of Material: Storage trailers/containers shall be locked at all
times when an attendant is not present. The outside storage of materials beneath, above, or
around a trailer/container is prohibited.
ARTICLE 3. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate up to the sum of
Five Hundred Thousand Dollars ($500,000) for the acquisition of a Conservation Land
Easement on a parcel in Newington, NH: know as The Frink Home Lot and Fields, 43.33
acres Map 17 Lot 6; by the Town, all for the permanent protection of appropriate
undeveloped land in the Town of Newington, and to authorize the Selectmen to act on
behalf of the Town in connection with such acquisition of conservation easement and to
further authorize the issuance of not more than Five Hundred Thousand Dollars
($500,000) of bonds and/or notes in accordance with the provisions of the Municipal
Finance Act (NH RSA Chapter 33), and to authorize the Selectmen to issue, negotiate,
and regulate such bonds and/or notes and to determine the rates of interest thereon, and to
authorize the Selectmen to accept any funds from the State of New Hampshire, the
Federal Government and private sources, as they may become available, and pass any
vote relating thereto. (2/3 Vote Required)
THIS ARTICLE IS RECOMMENDED BY THE SELECTMEN
THIS ARTICLE IS RECOMMENDED BY THE BUDGET COMMITTEE
ARTICLE 4. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Fifty
Thousand Dollars ($ 50,000) to be placed in the existing Conservation Fund established
in accordance with RSA 36-A:5 to be used for expenses associated with the purchase of
conservation land and open space, easements, wetlands, and other land management
acquisitions.
THIS ARTICLE IS RECOMMENDED BY THE SELECTMEN
THIS ARTICLE IS RECOMMENDED BY THE BUDGET COMMITTEE
ARTICLE 5. To see if the Town of Newington will vote to establish a Capital Reserve
Fund under the provisions of RSA 35:1 for the purpose of the future demolition of the
Mott House and the construction of a Three Season Recreational Pavilion at the site
located on Fox Point cun-ently know as the Mott House and to raise and appropriate the
sum of Twenty Five Thousand ($25,000) to be placed in this fund
THIS ARTICLE IS RECOMMENDED BY THE SELECTMEN
THIS ARTICLE IS RECOMMENDED BY THE BUDGET COMMITTEE
Nemn^lon Town Warrant & Biu/gei ANNUAL TOWN MEETING
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ARTICLE 6. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Twenty
Five Thousand ($25,000) to be placed in the existing Capital Reserve Fund for the
Revaluation of the Town.
THIS ARTICLE IS RECOMMENDED BY THE SELECTMEN
THIS ARTICLE IS RECOMMENDED BY THE BUDGET COMMITTEE
ARTICLE 7. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Twenty
Thousand Dollars ($20,000) to be placed in the existing Capital Reserve Fund for the
replacement and/or repair of vehicles operated by the Fire Department.
THIS ARTICLE IS RECOMMENDED BY THE SELECTMEN
THIS ARTICLE IS RECOMMENDED BY THE BUDGET COMMITTEE
ARTICLE 8. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Twelve
Thousand Dollars ($12,000) to be placed in the existing Capital Reserve Fund for the
replacement of the Town Ambulance and any major medical equipment.
THIS ARTICLE IS RECOMMENDED BY THE SELECTMEN
THIS ARTICLE IS RECOMMENDED BY THE BUDGET COMMITTEE
ARTICLE 9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Ten
Thousand Dollars ($10,000) to be placed in the existing Capital Reserve Fund for Fire
Department Communications.
THIS ARTICLE IS RECOMMENDED BY THE SELECTMEN
THIS ARTICLE IS RECOMMENDED BY THE BUDGET COMMITTEE
ARTICLE 10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Twenty
Thousand Dollars ($20,000) to be used for structural improvements to the Old Stone
School so that it can be reopened for use by the Townspeople. Submitted by petition.
THIS ARTICLE IS NOT RECOMMENDED BY THE SELECTMEN
THIS ARTICLE IS NOT RECOMMENDED BY THE BUDGET COMMITTEE
Newington Town Warrant & Budget ANNUAL TOWN MEETING
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ARTICLE 11. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Twenty
Thousand Dollars ($20,000) to be used for structural improvements to the first floor of
the Mott House at Fox Point so that it can be opened for use by the Townspeople as a
three season facility. Submitted by petition.
THIS ARTICLE IS NOT RECOMMENDED BY THE SELECTMEN
THIS ARTICLE IS NOT RECOMMENDED BY THE BUDGET COMMITTEE
ARTICLE 12. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Ten
Thousand ($10,000) to be used for structural improvements to the docks and platforms at
Fox Point in order to reopen them for use by Townspeople and to make them ADA
(Americans with Disabilities Act) Compliant. Submitted by petition.
THIS ARTICLE IS NOT RECOMMENDED BY THE SELECTMEN
THIS ARTICLE IS NOT RECOMMENDED BY THE BUDGET COMMITTEE
ARTICLE 13. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Ten
Thousand Dollars ($10,000) for an engineering study to review the Old Stone School and
the Old Town Hall and prepare a strategy for bringing these buildings up to code so they
can be used by the Townspeople, young and old. Submitted by petition.
THIS ARTICLE IS RECOMMENDED BY THE SELECTMEN
THIS ARTICLE IS RECOMMENDED BY THE BUDGET COMMITTEE
ARTICLE 14. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Five
Thousand Dollars ($5,000) to be used for structural improvements to the Old Town Hall
so that the whole building can be used by the Townspeople. Submitted by petition.
THIS ARTICLE IS RECOMMENDED BY THE SELECTMEN
THIS ARTICLE IS RECOMMENDED BY THE BUDGET COMMITTEE
ARTICLE 15. To see if the Town will vote to change the present Town Employee
Policy of 100% paid medical and dental insurance costs for Town employees to 90% paid
by the Town and 10% paid by the employee, effective April 1, 2003. Submitted by
petition.
THIS ARTICLE IS NOT RECOMMENDED BY THE SELECTMEN
Newinglon Town Warrant & Budget ANNUAL TOWN MEETING
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ARTICLE 16. On petition of New Hampshire for Health Care and at least 2% of
registered voters of the Town of Newington to see if the Town will vote to call the
elected officials from all levels of government, and those seeking office, to work with
consumers, businesses and health care providers to ensure that: Everyone, including the
self-employed, unemployed, and underinsured, and small business owners has access to
an affordable basic health plan similar to what federal employees receive; Everyone,
including employers, consumers, and state, local and federal government makes a
responsible and fair contribution to finance the health care system; Everyone receives
high quality care that is cost efficient and medically effective; and That these efforts help
control the skyrocketing cost of health care.
ARTICLE 17. To hear the report of the Budget Committee and to see if the Town will
vote to raise and appropriate the sum of ($3,617,533.00) which represents the operating
budget expenditures for the Town for the Fiscal Year 2003. Said sum does not include
special or individual articles addressed.
ARTICLE 18. To hear the report of the Moderator on the election of officers.
Given under our hands and seal this 19'^ day of February 2003.
We certify and attest that on the 19"' day of February 2003, we posted a true and attested
copy of the within Warrant at the place of Meeting, and like copies at the South
Newington Bulletin Board and the MeetingHouse, and delivered the original to the Town
Clerk.
Town of Newington Board of Selectmen
Cosmos G. locovozzi. Chairman John O 'Reilly Janice Stuart
A True copy of Warrant: Attest
Cosmos G. locovozzi, Chairman John O 'Reilly Janice Stuart
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DEPARTMENT EXPENDITURES
















































Health & Dental Insurance












































Total Cash Balance as of January 1, 2002
Less Investment Account Balances






Tax Collector (48 Reports)






Accounts Payable (56 Reports)
Payroll
Investment Accounts












Closing General Fund Balance December 31, 2002
Investment Account Totals

























The economy and homeland security are subjects that are still as pertinent as
they were last year at this time. Newington continues to receive interest
from all levels of government due to the waterfront and the airport.
Within the department we had some significant personnel changes at the end
of the year.
Sgt. Doug Lorenz retired after 21 years with the department.
Officer Scott Quails was promoted to Sergeant. Sgt. Quails has been with
the department 14 years. He is currently a member of the Seacoast
Emergency Response Team.
We have hired Kurt Driscoll as our new full time officer. Off Driscoll has
been with the department for three years as a part-time officer. Off Driscoll
is just completing his bachelors in criminal justice. He has an extensive
background with hazardous material and will be an asset to the department.
Our department has been very active this year. Total calls for service are up
by 500 this year. Our officers stopped 2579 cars this year issuing 2078
warnings, 447 citations and making 52 arrests. This is an increase of 800
total stops and almost double the number of arrests. Studies have shown that
active traffic enforcement has a direct impact on crime. Timothy McVeigh
was captured as a result of a motor vehicle stop.
Many of the people stopped for motor vehicle violations were intoxicated,
had suspended licenses, were transporting drugs or alcohol, or were wanted
for crimes in other jurisdictions.
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24 Operating after suspension
27 Protective custody
30 Warrant 4
1 Identity Fraud 6
3 Receiving stolen property
9 Assault 6
2 False prescriptions
3 Conduct after an accident
4 Credit card fraud
1 Violation of protective order










Criminal liability for conduct of another
5 Criminal mischief
1 Bad check
5 Disobeying an officer
2 reckless driving
Fugitive from justice







The year 2002 showed a decrease in fire calls of2% from 2001. with the Fire Department
responding to 216 calls. The following is a breakdown of the calls by district:
9% Industrial District
20% Commercial District
8% Fox Run Mall
2% Crossing at Fox Run
15% Residential
1 8% Motor Vehicle Crashes
5% Boat Rescues
25% Mutual Aid Requests
The CALL MEMBERS gave 378 hours of their time responding to calls and the full time
employees spent 1022 hours responding to calls, in and for the Town of Newington. The
members gave an additional 661 hours of their time attending training sessions.
In addition to the emergency calls listed above, the department responded to 256 public
assist calls and to 177 requests to disconnect the master boxes to the various businesses.
When the Ambulance calls (275). Fire calls (216). public assist calls (256) and master
box disconnects (177) are added together, the department responded to 924 calls.
Thanks to our 6 full-time employees and the members of the call department for their
time and efforts in protecting the lives and property of the taxpayers within the
boundaries of the Town of Newington. At the year of 2002 there were only 6 active call
members. 2 live in the Town of Newington. Additional thanks to these people for their
time and effort given to improving and expanding their skills as Fire Fighters and
Officers by attending classes, here and throughout the State, on a continual basis.
I'd like to take this opportunity to remind the Town residents that the Fire Department is
available for public assistance calls, as v^'cU as for emergencies . . . WE ARE HERE TO
SERVE YOU!
Respectfully submitted.
Roy Greenleaf Fire Chief
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2002 AMBULANCE ANNUAL REPORT
The year 2002 showed a decrease in Ambulance calls of 6% over 2002. with the Ambulance
having responded to 275 calls. The following is a breakdown of the calls by districts:
10% Industrial District
30% Commercial District
15% Fox Run Mall
5% Crossing at Fox Run
12% Residential
20% Motor Vehicle Crashes
1 5% Mutual Aid Requests
The CALL MEMBERS gave 257.50 hours of their time responding to calls and the full-time
employees spent 832.75 hours responding to calls, in and for the Town of Newington. The
members gave an additional 775 hours of their time attending training sessions to perfect their
skills.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank all Ambulance personnel for their unselfish
contributions to the Town of Newington. by sacrificing their time to serve on the Ambulance.
Each of these members has been trained to a minimum basic level of Emergency Medical
Technician (EMT), and they continue to attend specialized classes and seminars to further
improve their skills for pre-hospital care. Our Department continues to strive toward better
training and care which has helped open the lines of communications between our
Firefighter/EMT personnel and the hospitals" Emergency Department staff It is with great pride
I can report that the local hospitals consistently praise the members of the Newington Ambulance
for their excellent care of the sick and injured and for their professional attitudes.
The year of 2002 had a decrease in the call department personnel. The number of members, at
the end of 2002, that do standby coverage during the weekends and nighttime had drop to 2
members.
The Ambulance does provide a transfer service for the residents of Newington. It is a privilege
to provide this service for the people.
Once again, I wish to thank the members of the Ambulance service for their time and effort in
providing quality pre-hospital care for the Town of Newington.
Respectfully submitted.
Roy Greenleaf, Fire Chief
Lt. Thomas McQuade, Ambulance Coordinator
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COMMUNITY FOREST FIRE WARDEN AND
STATE FOREST RANGER REPORT
Your local Forest Fire Warden. Fire Department, and the State ofNew Hampshire Division of Forest
and Lands cooperate and coordinate to reduce the risk of wild land fires in New Hampshire. To help
us assist you. contact your local Forest Fire Warden or Fire Department to find out if a permit is
required before doing ALL outside burning. Fire permits are mandatory for any open burning unless
the ground where the burning is to be done (and sun-ounding areas) is completely covered with
snow. Violations of RSA 227-L:17. the fire permit law and other burning laws of the State ofNew
Hampshire are misdemeanors punishable by fines up to $2,000 and/or a year in jail. Violators are
also liable for all fire's suppression cost. Open burning is a privilege, NOT a right. Help us to
protect you and our forest resource! Build small brush piles that can be quickly burned and
extinguished.
A new law effective January 1, 2003 prohibits residential trash burning (RSA 125-N). Contact New
Hampshire Department of Environmental Services at (800) 498-6868 or www.des.state.nh.us for
more information.
Help us protect you and our forest resources. Most New Hampshire wildfires are human caused.
Homeowners can help protect their homes by maintaining adequate green space around the house
and make sure that the house number is correct and visible. Contact your fire department or the New
Hampshire Division of Forests and Lands at vv\\vv.nhdn.or!2 or 271-2217 for wildland fire safety
information.
Only You Can Prevent Wildland Fires
2002 FIRE STATISTICS
SEWER COMMISSION
STATEMENT OF REVENUES & EXPENDITURES
RECEIPTS
Sewer Betten-nents $511,515.59


































NH Investment Pool (Enterprise Fund)
NH-01-65-G1
















Sewer assessments committed to Collector ( T' billing)
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The year 2002 was focused on updating the entire collection with emphasis on the
children's area. Most of the children's books were published in the 1970"s. We are now
moving towards the new century with fresh books for all with the exception of the history
section, genealogy section, and the biography section. In the process of weeding the
library collection, throughout the year, there were books for sale.
The north wall in the children's room was sheet rocked to keep the room wanner. Also, a
railing was added to the front door steps at the request of many of our older patrons.
Several services were added to the library schedule in 2002. Lorna Watson led several
Saturday morning story-times for our preschool children. Meredith Hoyt led a creative
writing club for our grade school patrons on Thursday afternoon after school. A
Kindergarten story-time takes place at noon on Thursdays.
With children's programs growing, a larger space was needed to handle the groups of
children participating. This need resulted in much time spent evaluating and planning
more efficient use of the library space, implemented January 2003.
Langdon Library had 6.971 people visit in 2002 and a circulation as follows:
Books
Library Trustees: John Welch, Chairman Patricia Bennett, Secretary Gail Pare, Treasurer







During the year 2002. the Planning Board took the following actions:
Considered several requests by Wal-Mart for the release of a bond for off-site
improvements;
Opposed a proposal by tlio Pease Development Authority to haul thousands of truckloads
of salt from the Portsmouth waterfront to Newington's waterfront;
Responded to the Town of Greenland's request for comments on a proposed shopping
center off of Route 33;
Adopted regulations governing condominium conversion;
Approved requests by ConEd for additional temporary parking;
Participated in a regional groundwater study;
Approved an oil pipeline from Sprague's Atlantic Temiinal to the ConEd plant;
Reviewed a proposal for a car rental agency at the Isaac Dow House adjacent to
WalMart;
Approved a minor revision to the Kohl's site plan;
Approved a lot line adjustment at the Asia Restaurant;
Reviewed a proposal by Granite State Minerals to store salt at the former Mobil Terminal
off of Gosling Road;
Reviewed several storage trailer proposals;
Approved minor improvements to Linens & Things;
Conducted an extensive review of the Industrial Corridor Roadway;
Approved a two-lot subdivision proposed by Eliza & Grace Smith, and approved a lot
line adjustment between that aforementioned and Fred & Libby Smith;
Reviewed a proposal for the construction of a regional sewer plant in Newington;




Approved a proposal by John & Daniel Mazeau for a two-lot subdivision off of
Newington Road;
Approved a multi-use facility at the Allard property at 40 Old Dover Road:
Approved revisions to the proposed ConEd truck staging area off of the Industrial
Corridor Roadway;
Approved a proposal by Robert Allard to reconfigure his parking lot at 40 Old Dover
Road;
• Approved a proposal by Joseph Mitchell to convert the Gosling Road Exxon station into
a convenience store;
• Approved minor revisions to the Outback Restaurant site plan;
• Reviewed a proposal by Tyco to erect two restaurants on their Woodbury Ave property;
• Reviewed alleged zoning violations at the Rockingham Electric property.
The Planning Board has been working diligently with the engineering firm of Edwards & Kelcey
as well as Industrial/Waterfront Industrial property owners and Consolidated Edison on
construction of the Industrial Corridor Roadway (ICR). The ICR is a roadway built to industrial
standards and includes associated infrastructure required for future industrial development. The
ICR will increase public safety by reducing heavy truck traffic in the commercial district and by
providing another roadway for emergency access and egress. By the end of 2002. the roadway
was nearly complete.
Other issues examined by the board during the past year include present & future noise
emissions from the ConEd plant, and the re-configuration of Exit 4.




BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT REPORT
The Board of Adjustment considered the following applications during the year 2002:
• Sprague Energy requested a variance to permit the transport of thousands of
truckloads of salt from the PDA pier on Market Street to Sprague's River Road
property. The request was denied.
• Granite State Minerals (GSM) requested a variance to permit the transport of
thousands of truckloads of salt from the PDA pier on Market Street to GSM's
Gosling Road property. The request was denied.
• Granite State Minerals challenged a zoning inteipretation by the Town Planner
regarding the transport of truckloads of salt. The board concurred with the Town
Planner's interpretation.
• Granite State Minerals (GSM) requested a variance to pemiit the transport of salt
via the railroad from the PDA pier on Market Street to GSM's Gosling Road
property. The request was granted. The PDA subsequently refused to allow salt
transport via rail.
• The Asia Restaurant owners requested a variance to permit a lot line adjustment.
The request was granted.
• Curtis Pickering requested a variance to permit a two-lot subdivision at 279 Little
Bay Road. The request was denied.
• Robert Allard requested a sign variance for his property situated between Old
Dover Road and the Industrial Corridor Roadway. The request was granted.
• .loseph Mitchell requested a variance to permit the conversion of the Gosling
Road Exxon station to a convenience store. The request was granted.
• Thomas & Roderick LaBrie requested a variance in order to construct a duplex
off of Patterson Lane. The request was denied.
• Thomas & Roderick LaBrie requested a variance in order to construct a single-






Throughout the year the Commission continued to review and make recommendations
concerning appHcations being submitted to the N.H. Dept. of Environmental Services for
projects affecting wetlands, as well as those projects which fall within the purview of the
State of N.H. Comprehensive Shore Land Protection Act.
During the year the Commission continued to work with the Planning Board in reviewing
landscaping proposals submitted in comiection with applications for development, with a
view to insuring aesthetically-pleasing sites which will reflect well on the town.
A major undertaking of the Commission, and one which will soon be completed, is a
comprehensive inventory of the town's wetlands resources. This inventory will consist
of state-of-the-art Ortho photo-quad maps. The Commission believes this formally-
documented inventory will greatly assist the town in improving the wetlands ordinance
and in planning for future development.
Another on-going project is the Commission's active support of the Frink family in their
quest for grant assistance under the Fami and Ranch Lands Protection Program, as well
as other sources, in order to preserve their open farmland through a conservation
easement. Such an easement would protect the land from development and permit the
land to be operated as a working fami in perpetuity. The Frinks have been careful
stewards of their land, and the Commission is most desirous to helping them preserve this
precious open space in any way possible.
As in past years, throughout the spring and summer. Commission members purchased,





HISTORIC DISTRICT COMMISSION REPORT
Thanks to many interested people in Newington the year 2002 was very active for the
Newington Historic District Commission.
hi January the HDC contracted with IAC. LLC to work as consukants for the last of a 3-
year Certified Local Government grant to document the agricultural history of
Newington. During the winter, Barbara Myers, Suzie Camiichel and Gail Pare searched
old town records, discovering many records of apple orchards in Newington as early as
1804 and 1792. Meanwhile local families, .limmy Coleman. Dick Spinney. Dorothy
Watson, and Peggy Lamson. provided stories, artifacts, aerial maps and pictures of relic
apple orchard sites to be scanned and to be collected for historical documentation.
Barbara Myers reviewed the Jackson Hoyt diaries to collect infomiation for a talk to the
Historical Society on the daily life of an orchard owner.
In May, with the help ofNewington property owners, Laura Coleman and Barbara Hill
supervised some Newington students to study the history of apple orchards in Newington.
The students adopted a relic apple tree to investigate the history of the tree, interviewed
property owners for an oral history, took measurements, mapped the site and
experimented with identification of the apples. This was an extensive curriculum project
involving historical investigation, mapping, mathematics, and science and cooking apple
recipes.
We wish to thank those Newington residents who shared their oral histories, photos,
maps and artifacts to make the study of the agricultural landscape in Newington so
successful. As our rural landscape changes it was a very timely project to document this
history.
The complete report of this project is available at the Newington Town Library.
On July 30, 2002, the Selectmen, the Historic District Commission met with several
members of the NH Department of Transportation to determine a stewardship plan for the
liability and responsibility of the Bloody Point Historic District and the Bloody Point
Railroad Depot. This plan includes mothballing the station, making the shoreline safe for
fishing and providing a gate at the end of the road. Newington will supervise and patrol
the area.
There is an ongoing discussion with the Pease Development Authority regarding the
return of the 69 acres of the Newington Old Town Forest to Newington. At this time
there is a proposal that will allow Newington to lease and maintain the Forest until a
more final return can be developed.
With the approval of the HDC, the Newington Town Library now has an attractive railing
on the front steps to assist library users.
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For the convenience of everyone the minutes of the Newington Historic District
Commission are now available on the Newington website.
We are always interested in assisting property owners who wish to prepare property for
National Register eligibility or wish to investigate funding from the agricultural
Resources bill or the new RSA79, the discretionary tax easement bill.
Barbara Hill, Chairperson
Members: Barbara Myers Winnie Welch






ANNUAL REPORTS OF THE
NEWINGTON SCHOOL DISTRICT
Newington. New Hampshire
Fiscal year July 1, 2001 to June 30. 2002







Newington Public School Principal's Report
Portsmouth High School Principal's Report
Tuition Pupils
School Enrollments




School Board Member Terri Spinney 2005
MarkBeaulier 2003
Helen Maldini 2004
Moderator Ruth K. Fletcher 2003
Clerk Jane Mazeau 2003
Treasurer Deirdre Link 2003




The State ofNew Hampshire
To the Inhabitants of the School District of the Town of Newington, in the County of Rocking-
ham and State of New Hampshire, quahfied to vote upon district affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Newington Town Hall in said District on Tuesday,




To choose a Moderator for the ensuing three years.
2. To choose a Clerk for the ensuing three years.
3. To choose a Treasure for the ensuing three years.
4. To choose one ( 1 ) Member of the School Board for the ensuing three years.
NOTICE: The foregoing procedure calling for election ofyour district officers at the annual
meeting was adopted by the district at its 1962 meeting.
Given under our hands and seals at said Newington this 1 1th day of February 2003.






NEWINGTON SCHOOL DISTRICT WARRANT
2003
The State of New Hampshire
To the Inhabitants of the School District of Newington in the County of Rockingham, and State of New
Hampshire, quahfied to vote upon District Affairs: YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED TO MEET AT
THE NEWINGTON TOWN HALL IN SAID DISTRICT ON SATURDAY, MARCH 15, 2003. AT
1:00 P.M. TO ACT UPON THE FOLLOWING:
NOTICE: School District Officers are to be elected at the Town Meeting, Tuesday, March 11,
2003. Polls will be open at 1 1:00 a.m. and will not close before 7:00 p.m. in accordance with the
statutoryprocedure adopted by the District at its February 28, 1962, annual meeting.
Article 1 : To see if the Newington School District will vote to raise and appropriate one million five
hundred twenty-eight thousand four hundred forty-nine dollars ($1,528,449) for the support of schools, for
the payment of salaries for the school district officials and agents, and for the payment for the statutory
obligations of the district. (Majority vote required.) (NOTE: This warrant article [operating budget] does
not include appropriations in ANY other warrant article.)
Article 2 : To see if the Newington School District will raise and appropriate the sum of thirty thousand
dollars ($30,000) to be added to the previously established School Property Maintenance Fund, a non
capital reserve fund under the provisions of RSA 35:l-c; for the purpose of repairing and maintaining the
school buildings and grounds. (Majority vote required.) (NOTE: This warrant article appropriation is in
addition to Warrant Article 1, operating budget.)
The school board recommends this appropriation. The budget committee recommends this appropriation.
ARTICLE 3 : To hear the reports of agents, auditors, committees and/or officers therefore chosen, and
pass any vote relating thereto.
ARTICLE 4 : To transact any further business that may legally come before the meeting.
Given under our hands and seals at said Newington this 15th day of February 2003.
Newington School Board





BUDGET FORM FOR SCHOOL DISTRICTS WHICH HAVE ADOPTED
THE PROVISIONS OF RSA 32:14 THROUGH 32:24
OF: Newlngton NH
Appropriations and Estimates of Revenue for the Fiscal Year From July 1 . 2003 to June 30, 2004
IMPORTANT:
Please read RSA 32:5 applicable to all municipalities.
1 .Use this form to list ALL APPROPRIATIONS in the appropriate recommended and not recommended
area. This means the operating budget and all special and individual warrant articles must be posted.
2. Hold at least one public hearing on this budget.
3. When completed, a copy of the budget must be posted with the warrant. Another copy must be placed
on file with the school clerk, and a copy sent to the Department of Revenue Administration at the address
below.
We Certify This Form Was Posted on (Date): ^/^'^^03
l/////;^ a^f^
BUDGET COIVIMITTEE
Please sign in inli.
:u/^g,y/y>m if^4
THIS BUDGET SHALL BE POSTED WITH THE SCHOOL WARRANT
FOR DRA USE ONLY
NH DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
COMMUNITY SERVICES DIVISION
MUNICIPAL FINANCE BUREAU
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BUDGET COMMITTEE SUPPLEMENTAL SCHEDULE
(For Calculating 10% Maximum Increase)
(RSA32:18, 19, & 32:31)
VERSION #2: Use if you have Collective Bargaining Cost Items
LOCAL GOVERNMENTAL UNIT: Newinqton FISCAL YEAR END: June 30. 2004
1. Total RECOMMENDED by Budget
Committee (see budget MS7, 27, or 37)

REPORT OF
THE SCHOOL DISTRICT TREASURER
Fiscal year July 1, 2001, to June 30, 2002




Advance on Next Year's Appropriation
Revenue from State Sources 478,276.86
Revenue from Federal Sources 3,139.96
Received from Tuitions
Income from Trust Funds
Received from Capital Reserve Funds 1 79.23
Bonds
Received from all Other Sources 16,090.24
Total Receipts $1,442,273.29
Total Available for Fiscal Year 1,569,366.73
Less School Board Orders Paid
^ 4.^4401 98







Steven Adler — Teaching Principal
Pat Aichele — Resource Room Teacher *
EHzabeth Brown — Grade 3-4 Teacher
Marian Connelly — Occupational Therapist *
John Hinton — Custodian *
Carla Gamari — Computer Specialist *
Megan Guare — Grade 1 - 2 Teacher
Jo Haskell — Media Specialist *
Sara LaCasse — Art Teacher *
Kristine Lavoie — Food Service Director *
Marcia Leach — Music Teacher *
Kim Lodge — Grade 5-6 Teacher
Linda Loewy — Aide *
Shawn Looser — Grade 5-6 Teacher
Linda Mahler — Speech Pathologist *
Suanne Peters — Kindergarten Teacher *
Hal Posselt — Psychological Counselor *
Kathleen Siegel — Physical Education *
Julie Samonas — Kindergarten Aide *
Amie Trefethen — Secretary *
Martha Waterman — Nurse/Health Educator *
Katherine Wayss — Aide *





































































REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT
GEORGE A. GUSHING
"A school is a place with tomorrow inside
"
This has been an outstanding year for education in SAU #50. Our job as educators is to prepare
children for tlieir future. 7"his requires providing students with the greatest possible advantages,
which are classroom teachers who love learning and understand that students learn at different
rates and in different ways. This is truly an exciting time in education, one that requires an em-
phasis on professional development and ties professional development to the teaching, learning,
and assessment that takes place in the classroom.
Professional Development
Our schools" professional development has placed primary emphasis on the main thing in educa-
tion, teaching and learning. Educators focus on reflective practices using Enhancing Profes-
sional Practice: A Framework for Teaching by Charlotte Danielson. The framework for teach-
ing identifies the teaching practices that research has shown to affect the greatest student learn-
ing.
Curriculum
hi each building, teachers have begun the process of curriculum mapping. Each teacher has pro-
vided information about what happens in his or her classroom chronologically throughout the
year. The data is collected and can be referred to by grade level teachers and interdisciplinary
teams when planning and coordinating units of study and activities. Knowing what is taking
place in classrooms from kindergarten through grade eight can help teachers refine their teaching
and expectations, based on what students have already been exposed to, and on what is planned
for them in higher grades. Curriculum mapping facilitates communication between educators,
and allows them to appropriately develop curriculum and assessments.
Instruction
Our focus is on differentiated instruction, which recognizes that it is no longer possible to look at
a class of students and consider all students essentially the same. We have learned a great deal
about the learning process over the last two decades. For example, we know that students must
connect to what teachers are teaching. We know that students learn in varied ways and at vari-
ous levels. In consideration of student differences in readiness, interests, and learning needs,
teachers use various approaches when delivering lessons in the classroom and assessing student
progress.
In our SAU, we have become a community of learners in which teachers from each school share
successful teaching practices with colleagues. In fact, over eighty SAU#50 teachers and para-
professionals have presented workshops over the last two years at our SAU#50 professional de-
velopment days.
Challenges
While excellent teaching and learning is taking place in our schools, the challenge that we face is
both fiscal and philosophical. The Donor Town status of our four towns has put a strain on our
local education budgets.
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Another challenge that looms on the horizon is the landmark federal legislation "No Child Left
Behind" that President Bush signed into law in January 2002. This mandate will be ftilly imple-
mented in the 2005-2006 school year. The central feature of this law requires the states to adopt
a specific approach to testing and accountability intended to lead to higher achievement for all
children. This law gives the federal government expanded authority and control over local edu-
cational decision-making.
Pragmatically. I am in favor of any program or support that will improve our school system.
Philosophically. I have the same problem with this law that I do with many educational account-
ability mandates; in that we tend to lose sight of the fact that in education, unlike manufacturing,
"one size does not fit all." This legislation, comprised of about 1200 pages, appears to be best
designed for inner city schools. While the intent of the legislation is noble, the issues concerning
local decision-making and under funded mandates will require intense scrutiny.
The regulations of this law are still being clarified and there will be much dialogue between now
and its implementation date. I will continue to work with area superintendents and officials to
offer input with the goal of working towards an accountability system that tracks the progress of
individual students, and does not compare one year's class with the next year's class. In that
way, we can get a meaningful picture of each child's progress and their educational needs.
As I stated at the beginning of my report, these are exciting times in education. We. on any
measure, are doing very well and as a community will meet the varied challenges ahead.
Recognition
The Newington School Supporters have worked diligently to provide our school extra support,
both volunteer and financial, that assures continued quality educational programming. The
school community is most grateful to the many volunteers and supporters who give unselfishly
to the youth of Newington. I would like to take this opportunity to thank the taxpayers for their
continued support of the school budget in very tough economic times.
On behalf of the entire Newington Community, I would like to extend my appreciation and best
wishes to School Board Member. Mark Beaulier, who is stepping down after three years of dedi-
cated service, and to Portsmouth High School Principal. Rick Gremlitz, who is retiring after
thirty-five years of service at Portsmouth High School.
I would also like to recognize Principal Steven Adler who has decided to pursue other interests
after the end of this school year. Steve has served the Newington community for two years and
will be remembered for his child-centered approach to education. We wish him well and thank
him for his dedication to our students.
Finally I want to recognize the many dedicated staff members tliroughout the district and the
SAU who. on a daily basis, impact student learning and growth.
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Newington Public School Report
Steven Adlcr, Principal
The Mission Statement of the Newington PubUc School was proudly painted on the cafeteria
walls this past spring. Surrounded by stars, the moon, and the sun, are the words,
"The mission of the Newington Public School is to provide a caring, safe, and
enriching environment that empowers children to succeed academically and
socially."
The academic achievement of students was showcased at several events this past year. Parents
and community members viewed student research projects on countries around the world at the
December holiday performance titled, "A Passport to the World." Maps, written reports, art-
work, and clothes were some of the items on display. The musical skills of students were also
enjoyed that night. A science evening gave students the opportunity to demonstrate and explain
inventions they had created and experiments they had performed. Children learned more about
the history and unique qualities of their community during a "Celebrating Newington" week.
The children also created a special butterfly garden that has beautified the school and became an
observation spot for butterfly migration. Students' acting talents were applauded at the culmi-
nating performance of the Artist in Residence with Genevieve Aichele. Graduation has always
been a special event at the Newington Public School and last year's was no exception. Students
performed musical numbers with confidence and enthusiasm. We are proud of our students and
enjoy having them share their accomplishments with the community.
One way of empowering children is to give them responsibility. Children play an active role in
the school raising the flag, leading the pledge, making morning announcements, and helping out
in their classrooms and the cafeteria. We also have an active student council. They have col-
lected money for the SPCA, organized food drives, and contributed money to the Adopted An-
gels. These experiences of helping others are an important part of the children's education.
Newington Public School is fortunate to have strong support from its parent group, and local
businesses. This past fall, the Newington School Supporters (NSS) organized a road race in
Newington. The money they raised will be used to support the school's technology plan. BJ's
identified Newington Public School as its adopted school for this year. A partnership plan was
developed that includes community service projects and fundraisers for the school. Both the par-
ents group and BJ's participated in a school picnic in the fall that welcomed families back to
school.
School improvement is an ongoing goal for the staff ofNewington Public School. This past year
we have been working on the New England Association of Schools and Colleges accreditation.
Curriculum work has been done on the processing of mapping the curriculum in the area of lan-
guage arts. Staff training has taken place on the differentiation of instruction to meet the needs
of all our learners.
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The Newington Public School is a special place. The commitment and support the town makes
to the school is greatly appreciated. I want to thank the school board. Superintendent George
Gushing and his staff for their help. Additionally, I extend a thank you to the Newington School
Supporters for all of the work they do to help the school. Lastly, I want to recognize my staff for
the love they give to the children. As we continue to work towards achieving the mission of our




REPORT OF THE PRINCIPAL
PORTSMOUTH HIGH SCHOOL
Richard F. Gremlitz
It is my pleasure to offer this report to the citizens of SAU 50. This will be my tlnal report to
you. as I will retire as Principal of Portsmouth High School in June 2003. 1 sincerely appreciate
the support I have received over the years from the parents and the students who reside in your
town as well as from your school district administrators. 1 will miss the many fine people of
SAU 50 that 1 have had the pleasure of working with during my years as Principal.
Over one-third of our students at Portsmouth High School reside in the towns of SAU 50. Your
students come to us consistently well grounded in the fundamental skills necessary to success-
fully complete their high school years. They also come to us with positive attitudes towards
their school that is a testament to the educational experiences they have received in your towns'
schools.
Last spring, our faculty completed an extensive two-year self-study following the guidelines set
down by our accrediting organization. The New England Association of Schools and Colleges
(NEASC). The self-study, which examines literally every aspect of Portsmouth High School,
culminated in a site visit in October 2002 by a team of professional educators who evaluated our
school and recommended a continuing accreditation status for Portsmouth High School. The
four-day accreditation visit by sixteen educators left us with a positive sense of satisfaction and
accomplishment. We look forward to receiving the final detailed accreditation report in Spring
2003 and are confident that we will move forward as an educational institution based upon com-
mendations and recommendations contained in the document.
Our continuing accreditation by the NEASC organization has great impact on our students as
they seek to continue their educafion beyond high school and simultaneously also greatly affects
the standing of Portsmouth High School in the wider educational community.
In June 2002. the ground breaking for a large new addition to our school was held. Coupled with
that new building will be a thorough renovation of about one-third of the existing facility fol-
lowed by the eventual demolition of the remaining portion of the existing building. The com-
pleted facilities will provide over 310,000 square feet of state-of-the-art educational space that
will serve the current and future generations of students.
In the renovation, our science lab facilities will include 21^' century equipment and will more
than double in size. Computer labs will be available in all instructional areas, the band and choir
rooms and visual art studios will be expanded, and a new and greatly enlarged library/media cen-
ter will be provided and centrally located. All classrooms will be equipped for current and future
technology. An expanded cafeteria, four new team/locker rooms will be built, and the adminis-
trative and student services area will be directly adjacent to one another. Occupancy of the new
building is projected to take place in March 2004.
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Our staff continues to be concerned with providing a smooth transition from eighth grade to the
high school. The Freshman Orientation is one of our strategies to make the new students feel
comfortable with each other and with their new school. This annual event is held during the
week immediately proceeding the fall semester. In addition, two evening open houses are held
for incoming 9''^ graders during the preceding year along with an opportunity to shadow a PHS
student during a school day.
In fulfilling our mission statement to prepare students to become citizens in a democratic society
by incorporating real life experiences, many PHS students are actively involved in a number of
school and community-based activities. These include the Junior World Council, Peer Leader-
ship, Peer Mediation, Interact, the Rotary Youth Exchange Program. Exchange Trips to Japan
and Russia, Tutoring at Crossroads House, Young Women's Leadership, environmental groups,
and a variety of community outreach programs.
One measure of the success of our high school is the post-secondary education of our graduates.
Our seniors are regularly accepted to highly competitive colleges and universities such as Dart-
mouth, Smith, Wellesley, Williams and Yale. We are also encouraged by the fact that, from the
Class of 2002, over 74% of our graduates are enrolled in some form of post-secondary education.
Please know that we welcome you at Portsmouth High School. We will be happy to arrange a
tour of the building and facilities, have you visit classes or simply respond to your questions.
Please phone us if we can help in any way. Thank you for your continued support of the Ports-
mouth High School learning community.
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Newington School Board Report 2002
As I sit here writing this report for the previous year I am amazed at how quickly
the past year has passed.
We are in the process of implementing a wireless computer system into the
Elementary School. After many hours of investigation and a lot of hard work by
staff and parents we are ready to make the purchase and move forward with our
Technology Plan. A big part of the plan will be funded by a grant that was
received, thanks to Steven Adler and his pursuit of the grant. We received far
more money than we anticipated and therefore will be able to save the
townspeople a large portion of the initial purchase. We are also tweaking the plan
so that we adequately provide for the maintenance and upgrading of the system
without a large amount of money in any one budget.
We have implemented a foreign language program for six graders this year. This
will better prepare our students to meet the newly instituted accelerated program
that the Middle School implemented for their sixth graders this year.
This year we have seen an increase in parents participating in the Newington
School Supporters group. The School Board is appreciative and grateful for the
increased communication so that we can provide the best possible enrichment for
our children.
We would also like to thank Mr. Adler for his two years at the Newington School.
Steve has decided to concentrate on his Doctorate Degree. Good Luck Steve.
This of course means that we will begin the process of searching for a new
principal.
As some of you may be aware the addition to Portsmouth High School is in full
swing. Anyone who has visited the high school is more than aware because of the
traffic. They assure us that the project is on target. When all is said and done the
high school will be quite an impressive building.
I would also like to thank Mark Beaulier for his time on the board. Without his
support the last three years I don't believe that I could have made it. His
encouragement, support and total willingness to do anything that was asked of
him has been appreciated more than he will ever know. Mark played a role in the
implementation of policies, which have been completed rewritten, and put into
place during his time on the board. He has been a true champion for kids.




The Warrant for the Newington School District
unfortunately was not approved in time for the
printing of the Annual Report. The Warrant will be
available at the School District Meeting on
March ll'''2003.
School District Budget
The Newington School District Budget was not
approved in time for the printing of the Annual
Report. The complete budget will be available at the
School District Meeting on March 1 1'^ 2003.
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We have audited the accompanying general purpose financial statements of the Newington, New
Hampshire, School District as of and for the year ended June 30, 2002, listed in the foregoing table
of contents. These general purpose financial statements are the responsibility of the District's
management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these general purpose financial
statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United
States of America. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain
reasonable assurance about whether the general purpose financial statements are free of material
misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and
disclosures in the general purpose financial statements. An audit also includes assessing the
accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating
the overall general purpose financial statement presentation. We believe that our audit provides a
reasonable basis for our opinion.
In accordance with the practices followed by other municipal entities in the State (Note 1-
Accounting Policies), the combined financial statements referred to above do not include financial
statements of the General Fixed Asset Account Group, which should be included to conform with
generally accepted accounting principles.
in our opinion, except for the omission of the financial statements described above resulting in an
incomplete presentation, the combined financial statements referred to above present fairly the
financial position of Newington, New Hampshire, School District at June 30, 2002, and the results
of its operations for the year then ended, in conformity with generally accepted accounting
principles.
Our examination was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on the combined general purpose
financial statements taken as a whole. The accompanying supplemental combining financial
statements listed in the table of contents are presented for purposes of additional analysis and are
not a required part of the combined general purpose financial statements of Newington, New
Hampshire, School District. The information has been subjected to the auditing procedures applied
in the examination of the basic financial statements and, in our opinion, is fairly stated in all material




NEWINGTQN. NEW HAMPSHIRE. SCHOOL DISTRICT
NOTES TO COMBINED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30. 2002
1
.
SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES:
The accounting policies of the Newington, New Hampshire, School District conform to generally
accepted accounting principles as applicable to governmental units. The following is a summary of
the more significant policies:
A. Basis of Presentation - Fund Accounting
The accounts of the District are organized on the basis of funds and account groups, each of
which is considered a separate accounting entity. The operations of each fund are accounted
for with a separate set of self-balancing accounts that comprise its assets, liabilities, fund
balance, revenues, and expenditures. The various funds are summarized by type in the
financial statements. The following fund types and account groups are used by the District:
Governmental Fund Types
Governmental funds are those through which most functions of the District are financed.
The acquisition, use and balances of the District's expendable financial resources and the
related liabilities are accounted for in this fund. The measurement focus is upon the
determination of changes in financial position, rather than upon net income determination.
The following are the District's governmental fund types:
General Fund - The General Fund is the general operating fund of the District. All general
appropriation and other receipts that are not allocated by law or contractual agreement to
another fund are accounted for in this fund. From the fund are paid the general operating
expenditures, the fixed charges and the capital improvement costs that are not paid through
other funds.
Special Revenue Funds_- Special Revenue Funds are used to account for the proceeds of
specific revenue sources (other than expendable trust or major capital projects) requiring
separate accounting because of legal or regulatory provisions or administrative action. The
funds included in this group are the Federal Projects Funds and Food Service Fund.
Capital Projects Funds - Capital Projects Funds are used to account for financial resources to
be used for the acquisition or construction of major capital facilities - in this case to account
for the resources utilized for the renovation of, and addition to, the existing facility.
Account Groups
Account Groups are not "funds." They are concerned only with the measurement of financial
position. They are not involved with measurement of results of operations. The District uses
the following account groups:
General Fixed Asset Account Group - In accordance with the practices followed by other
municipal entities in the State, the District does not record the acquisition of fixed assets in
the General Fixed Asset Account Group. Accordingly, a statement of general fixed assets,
as required by generally accepted accounting principles, is not included in this financial
report. Fixed assets acquired or constructed for general government services are recorded
as expenditures in the fund making the expenditures. Funds used to acquire general fixed
assets and/or debt service payments on borrowings in connection therewith are accounted for
as expenditures in the year payments are made.
(Continued)
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NEWINGTON. NEW HAMPSHIRE. SCHOOL DISTRICT
NOTES TO COMBINED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2002
(Continued)
General Long-Ternn Obligation Account Group - Long-ternn liabilities expected to be financed
from governmental funds are accounted for in the Long-Term Obligation Account Group, not
in governmental funds. The account group is not a "fund." It is concerned only with the
measurement of financial position. It is not involved with measurement of results of
operations.
Other Reporting Treatments - Special reporting treatments are also applied to governmental
fund inventories to indicate that they do not represent "available spendable resources," even
though they are a component of net current assets. Such amounts are offset by fund balance
reserve accounts.
B, Accounting Policies
The accounting and financial reporting treatment applied to a fund is determined by its
measurement focus. All governmental fund types are accounted for using a current financial
resources measurement focus. With this measurement focus, only current assets and current
liabilities generally are included on a balance sheet. Operating statements of these funds
present increases (i.e., revenues and other financing sources) and decreases (i.e.,
expenditures and other financing uses) in net current assets.
Governmental funds follow the modified accrual basis of accounting. Under the modified
accrual basis of accounting, revenues are recognized in the accounting period in which they
become available and measurable. Available means collectible within the current period or
soon enough thereafter to be used to pay liabilities of the current period. In applying the
susceptible to accrual concept to intergovernmental revenues, the legal and contractual
requirements of numerous individual programs are used as guidance. There are, however,
essentially two types of revenues. In one, monies must be expended on the specific purpose
or project before any amount will be paid to the District; therefore, revenues are recognized
based upon the expenditures recorded. In the other, monies are virtually unrestricted as to
purpose of expenditure and are usually revocable only for failure to comply with prescribed
compliance requirements. These resources are reflected as revenues at the time of receipt or
earlier if the susceptible to accrual criteria are met. Expenditures are recognized In the
accounting period in which the fund liability is incurred, if measurable. Recognized exceptions
for the accrual of expenditures include:
1. Disbursements for inventory type items that may be considered expenditures at the time
of purchase or at the time the items are used.
2. Prepaid expenses, which are normally not recorded.
3. Accumulated unpaid vacation, sick pay, and other employee amounts which are not
accrued.
4. Principal and interest on general long-term debt which is recognized when due.
During the course of normal operations the School District has numerous transactions
between funds. These transactions are reflected as transfers. Transfers are recognized in the
accounting period in which the interfund receivable and payable arise.
(Continued)
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NEWINGTON. NEW HAMPSHIRE. SCHOOL DISTRICT
NOTES TO COMBINED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2002
(Continued)
C. Inventories - Reserve for Inventories
All funds except the school lunch program (Special Revenue) do not record inventories.
The school hot lunch program records inventories of food supplies at cost on a first-in, first-out
basis. The cost is reported as an expenditure at the time of purchase. Reported inventories
are equally offset by a fund balance reserve, which indicates that they do not constitute
available spendable resources.
D. Total Data (Memorandum Only) on Combined Statements
The total data are the aggregate of the fund types and account groups. No consolidations or
other eliminations were made in arriving at the totals; thus, they do not present consolidated
information.
E. Employee Compensated Absences
The District does not accrue accumulated unpaid vacation or sick leave in the general fund
because the school district plans to pay these costs from future resources. Accordingly, the
accrued sick pay at June 30, 2002, of $61 ,049 for the District is added to the General Long-
Term Debt Account Group in accordance with National Council on Governmental Accounting
Statement 4, "Accounting and Financial Reporting Principles for Claims and Judgments and
Compensated Absences."
F. Use of Estimates
The preparation of financial statements in conformity with generally accepted accounting
principles requires management to make estimates and assumptions that affect the reported
amounts of assets and liabilities and disclosure of contingent assets and liabilities at the date
of the financial statements and the reported amounts of revenues and expenses during the
reporting period. Actual results could differ from those estimates.
CASH AND CASH EQUAVILANTS:
The School District's cash and cash equivalents are considered to be cash on hand, demand
deposits, and short-term investments with original maturities of three months or less from the date of
acquisition.
RSA 48:16 requires that all funds belonging to the School District shall be deposited in solvent banks
within the state, except funds may be deposited in banks outside the state if such banks pledge and
deliver collateral to the state treasurer of equal value as the funds deposited. There is no
requirement of an in-state bank to collateralize deposits in excess of FDIC insurance.





NEWINGTON. NEW HAMPSHIRE. SCHOOL DtSTRICT
NOTES TO COMBINED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30. 2002
(Continued)
Property taxes levied to support the Newington, New Hampshire, School District are based on the
assessed valuation of the prior April 1 st for all taxable real property.
Under State statutes, the Town of Newington, New Hampshire (an independent governmental unit)
collects school district taxes as part of local property tax assessments. As collection agent, the
Town is required to pay to the District its share of property tax assessments through periodic
payments based on cash flow requirements of the District. The Town assumes financial responsibility
for all uncollected property taxes under State statutes.
FUTURE COMMITMENTS:
The District entered into a long-term contract with an independent bus company to provide pupil
transportation until June 30, 2003. Terms of the contract include minimum payments plus escalators
tied to the consumer price index. The minimum future payment for the year ended June 30, 2002,
based on the current number of buses in use and current bus routes is $39,300.
GENERAL LONG-TERM DEBT:
General governmental liabilities for retirement of long-term debts are accounted for in the general
long-term debt group, except for general obligations debt intended to be serviced by the earnings of
an enterprise fund. Amounts due in future periods on long-term debt recorded in the account group
are provided by appropriation each year.
At June 30, 2001 the general long-term debt of the District consists of:
1999 Serial Bonds, due in annual installments of
$97,000 in January 2000 and $100,000 thereafter, plus
semi-annual interest of 4.7%, through January, 2003.





NFWINGTON. NFW HAMPSHIRE. SCHOOL DISTRICT
COMBINED BALANCE SHEET
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JUNE 30, 2002
NFWINGTON. NEW HAi^P$HJBE..S£ldQPL DISTRICT
COMBINED STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES, AND
CHANGES IN FUND BALANCE
ALL GOVERNMENTAL FUND TYPES AND EXPENDABLE TRUSTS
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NEWINGTON. NEW HAMPSHIRE. SCHOOL DISTRICT
COMBINED STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES,
AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCE
BUDGET AND ACTUAL - GENERAL AND SPECIAL REVENUE FUND TYPES
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30. 2002
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NEWINGTON. NEW HAMPSHIRE . SCHOOL DISTRICT
COMBINING STATEMENT OF REVENUES. EXPENDITURES. AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCE
ALL SPECIAL REVENUE FUNDS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30. 2002
MINUTES
NEWINGTON ANNUAL SCHOOL DISTRICT MEETING
SATURDAY, MARCH 16, 2002
School District Moderator, Ruth Fletcher, called the meeting to order at 1 :00 PM on
Saturday, March 16,2002.
Moderator Fletcher proceeded to read the Newington School District Warrant.
Article 1 . To hear the reports of agents, auditors, committees and/or
officers therefore chosen, and pass any vote relating thereto.
Article 2. To see if the Newington School District will vote to raise and
appropriate sum of $30,000 (thirty thousand dollars) to be added to the
previously established School Property Maintenance Fund, a non-capital
reserve fund under the provisions of RSA 35:l-c; for the purpose of
repairing and maintaining the school buildings and grounds.
The Newington School Board and the Newington Budget Committee
recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote required.) (NOTE: This
appropriation is in addition to warrant article number 3, the operating
budget article.)
Article 3. To see if the Newington School District will vote to raise and
appropriate $1,518,957.00 (one million five hundred eighteen thousand
nine hundred fifty-seven dollars) for the support of schools, for the
payment of salaries for the school district officials and agents, and for the
payment for the statutory obligations of the district.
The Newington School Board and the Newington Budget Committee
recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote required.) (NOTE: This
warrant article [operating budget] does not include appropriations voted in
ANY other warrant article(s).)
Article 4. To transact any fiirther business that may legally come before
the meeting.
Given under our hands and seals at said Newington this 12' day of February 2002.
Article 1 . To hear the reports of agents, auditors, committees and/or officers therefore
chosen, and pass any vote relating thereto. Moved by Jean Bowser; 2" by Jack. O'Reilly.
There being no reports, no discussion. Motion carries.
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Article 2. To see if the Newington School District will vote to raise and appropriate sum
of $30,000 (thirty thousand dollars) to be added to the previously established School
Property Maintenance Fund, a non-capital reserve fund under the provisions ofRSA
35:l-c; for the purpose of repairing and maintaining the school buildings and grounds.
Moved by John Klanchesser; 2"'' by Jean Bowser. There was some discussion. No
further discussion - voted. Motion carries.
Article 3. To see if the Newington School District will vote to raise and appropriate
$1,518,957.00 (one million five hundred eighteen thousand nine hundred fifty-seven
dollars) for the support of schools, for the payment of salaries for the school district
officials and agents, and for the payment for the statutory obligations of the district.
Moved by Gail Klanchesser; 2"*^ by Jack O'Reilly. Voted - motion carries.
Article 4. To transact any further business that may legally come before the meeting.
Moved by Jack O'Reilly; 2'"' by Marie Rines. Voted - motion carries.
There being no further business, motion to adjourn. Moved by Gail Klanchesser; 2" by
Cosmas locovozzi. Voted - motion carries.
Terri Spinney ran unopposed for the 3 year term School Board Member and received 1 5
1
votes.

























The Spinney Farm, Fox Point Road




Greek revival doorway, 195 Little Bay Road
Cider Mill, Fox Point Road
Carter's Rocks Picnic Grove
The Meeting House







Marjorie Pickering's House, Little Bay Road
Akerley property. Fox Point Road
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